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BOE: ALL ABOUT INFLATION AND RISKS 

Mixed messages again, and splits emerge. The minutes of the Monetary Policy Committee’s November meeting today 

were not as dovish as the BoE’s Inflation Report forecasts. Although presented a “best collective view” of rate setters last 

week that implicitly said rates would not need to rise for the next year, two rate setters still voted for hikes this month. Splits 

seem to be emerging even between the more dovish seven members. The minutes said “there was a material spread of views 

on the balance of risks to the outlook” among those policy makers 

 

Risks, risks, risks. The story seems to be pretty simple. The BoE sees spare capacity falling and expects that to gradually 

push up wages and return inflation to 2%. Currently undershooting inflation is heavily down to falling food, energy and 

other import prices, which the BoE would normally ignore. But they face no pressure to hike rates now with inflation low 

and downside risks to growth. In normal times cheaper food and petrol are a tax cut that would not demand delaying rate 

hikes. But with interest rates at zero, the risks of hiking too early are greater than those of holding steady until the risks pass. 

 

Hang on, not so gloomy. Low inflation today, and the prospect of it falling further, mean rate hikes are off the table for 

the next six months. As we have argued for some time, we need to watch the downside risks now. But that will change 

quickly if geopolitical tensions ease, which is our base case. Rate setters noted downside risks, but the upside risks were a 

little more explicit this time. “The signs of a slowing in private domestic spending remained fairly limited.” “There was a risk 

that any remaining slack might soon be exhausted, causing inflationary pressures to build.” “That would potentially result in 

inflation rising to, and subsequently overshooting, the 2% target.” Indeed, there are few signs of the wider contagion to the 

UK that came in 2011/12. Quite the opposite in fact. Mortgage rates, instead of rising as during the euro-crisis, have fallen 

up to 50bps since the summer. Lower mortgage rates along with falling petrol and food prices should provide quite a boost 

to hard pressed consumers, giving UK growth some sparkle again through next year. 

 

Hikers want to ignore low inflation and focus on falling slack. The key sentence from the two rate setters voting for 

hikes was “Just as the Committee had looked through the first-round effect of external price pressures when they had 

pushed inflation up, it was appropriate to look through them at present when they were pushing inflation down.” They 

pointed out that the labour market had tightened quickly, unemployment could reach pre-crisis levels by the middle of next 

year, surveys showed pay growth picking up, and the official pay data were gradually improving. That pointed to a need for 

gradual hikes starting now. Given that view though, it is hard to understand how the hikers could sign up to the Commit-

tee’s ‘best collective view’ that inflation would not reach 2% for 3 years even if the first interest rate hike were delayed until 

next October. That appears to be a material difference in view that requires more explanation. 

 

We expect a June 2015 hike. Reading the BoE runes is hard at the moment. Last week’s Inflation Report forecast was 

extremely dovish, but today’s minutes were less so. The material differences in view on the Committee also make the task 

tricky. Our view is that rate hikes are off the table until after the election, but the BoE will pull the trigger in June 2015. The 

risks to our call are that hikes will be delayed further, but we believe the market has gone too far in pricing out hikes next 

year. By next summer the current gloom should have eased, revealing a still strong outlook for growth. Sentiment in the 

Eurozone should have turned up again and the inflation drag from recent falls in commodity prices could begin to ease. 

Yesterday’s first improvement in eleven months in Germany’s ZEW survey was the first tentative evidence that the Euro-

zone motor’s sputtering summer is beginning to pass. It fits our scenario that after stagnation in the fourth quarter, the 

single currency area will return to growth early next year. Lower interest rates, along with falling petrol and food prices 

amount to a significant stimulus that should give UK growth its fizz back next year. 

 

Moreover, underlying current risks is continued tightening in the labour market. Unemployment at 6% is not far from pre-

crisis norms of a little over 5%. The employment rate is close to a 40-year high. Vacancies have almost surpassed their pre-

crisis peak. On the Bell and Blanchflower measure, underemployment has fallen by over a quarter since the late 2011 peak. 

More than all jobs growth over the past six months has been in full-time employees (277k of the 259k jobs gains – other 

sources of employment have fallen): the worries of surging self-employment, which could disguise unemployment, have 
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passed. In other words, notwithstanding weak inflation today, there is more stimulus in the pipeline, the worries about glob-

al growth seem overdone in our view, and the prospects for wages continue to improve. 
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